Rules & Regulations
A) During your stay
1. Vehicles
1.1.

Only one vehicle is allowed per site, free of charge, where permitted. Additional charges may apply for
additional vehicles;

1.2. Vehicles must be parked in areas specially designed for this purpose;
1.3. Each vehicle present on the site must be registered at Reception and display a parking sticker issued
by Camping Fou du Roi;
1.4. To park your vehicle, please use the community parking lot or the space designed for this purpose on
your lot. It is strictly forbidden to park your vehicle on the beach or roadside;
1.5. No motor vehicle should be allowed to circulate on the site after 10 pm.

2. Your campsite
2.1. Taking possession of your site at noon on day of arrival;
2.2. You are required to carry out your camping activities in the area of your campsite set up for this
purpose (do not overflow your site);
2.3. It is strictly forbidden to damage trees and bushes on the site in any way;
2.4. Any aggressive or violent behaviour will lead to expulsion;
2.5. Strict curfew from 11 pm. No noise and no music will be tolerated between 8 pm and 9 am;
2.6. No party-goers will be tolerated. This kind of behaviour will lead to expulsion from the campsite;
2.7. Any person found to be in breach of the rules will be expelled without notice and no refund will be
possible;
2.8. The number of tents, equipment and vehicles for a given site is set by Camping Fou du Roi so as to
offer a pleasant experience and optimal use of the facilities.

3. Campfires
3.1. A spot for campfires is provided on each site;
3.2. Your campfires must only be lit in the structure designed for this purpose (tank) on the site assigned
to you at the time of your reservation. For this reason, the tanks and tables must not be moved;
3.3. It is forbidden to debark birch trees, break tree branches or use dead wood to light or maintain your
fire. Newspaper is at your disposal in the sanitary block (kitchenette) to light your fire. If needed, you
may ask the staff for help.

4. The site
4.1. How pleasant can it be to enjoy a clean, healthy and flourishing nature when occupants make all
efforts to be respectful of the environment! Respect for the campsite's natural environment is required
of all vacationers on the site and during off-site activities. At all times, it is forbidden to remove or
damage natural elements (plants, dead wood, rocks, etc.), or to catch or injure animals;
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4.2. Trails are provided for travel between the various facilities and campsites. We ask you to stay on
these paths when you walk around;
4.3. The mission of Camping Fou du Roi is to enable vacationers to enjoy a pleasant stay in a natural and
calm environment, with noise level acceptable to all. Therefore, we ask that noise is minimised to
acceptable levels during your activities at all times;
4.4. Use the trashcans and ashtrays provided. Camping Fou du Roi has many sites with trashcans where
wastes can be disposed of during your stay. Please dispose of any other waste at your home that is
not part of normal camping activities in the forest such as fuel, oil, pesticides, soap, broken tents,
scrap metal, any harmful substances, etc.

5. Domestic animals
5.1. Domestic animals are accepted;
5.2. For dogs, you must pick up their wastes and excrements and throw it in the trashcans (bags are
available in the sanitary block). Dogs must be kept ON A LEASH AT ALL TIMES and you must make sure
that your dog’s behaviour is FRIENDLY and OBEDIENT.

B) Activities onsite and offsite
1.

Fishing is allowed ONLY where indicated. Please ask a staff member of Camping Fou du Roi for the
locations;

2.

Outdoor activities are not without risk. When you do an unsupervised activity, it is your responsibility to
have the skills and abilities to do it, and, when necessary, to have proper equipment in good condition
to avoid exposing yourself and other campers to risk and injury;

3.

Camping Fou du Roi reserves the right to expel any person who is negligent or otherwise at fault
during their stay. The practice of an activity onsite or offsite under the influence of alcohol, drugs or
medication will not be tolerated under any circumstances.

C) Leaving your campsite
1.

On day of departure, your site must be vacated by 11 am at the latest;

2.

You can continue to enjoy our beautiful beach and facilities for the rest of the day. If this is the case,
you must park your vehicle in the community parking lot;

3.

Emptyinf the wastes of your recreational vehicle or camper can be done free of charge at the
municipal garage. Please ask a staff member at Camping Fou du Roi for its location.

IMPORTANT MESSAGE
●

Anyone who violates any of the provisions of these rules and regulations may be expelled
immediately without refund.

Thank you! The team of Camping Fou du Roi wishes you a pleasant stay.
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